Christmas Tag Embellies

by Jill Yegerlehner

Jillibean Soup Products
Winter Tortellini and Spinach Soup (Stewed Tomatoes, Garlic Flakes, Frozen Peas)
Soup Staples II (Red Salt, Pink Salt, Green Salt, Yellow Salt)
Brown and Cream Cardstock
Med Kraft Tags
For You Wooden Flags
Christmas Eve Chower Unity/Jillibean Stamp Set
(or other holiday sentiments)
Brads
Bling
Twine

Supplies Needed
Scissors
Adhesive
Foam Squares
Snowflake Punch
Star Punches
Border Punch or scalloped scissors
Hole Punch
2" Circle Punch
White Pen
Brown Pen
Wood dowel rod or toothpick

To Make Joy Star Tag
1. Cut snowflake paper to 2¼ x 2¼". Adhere to tag.
2. Using the small bow template provided, cut a yellow (Soup Staples) bow from the patterned paper. To form the bow, find the wavy piece and adhere both tabs to the back of the bow. Adhere bow piece to scalloped piece. Wrap long rectangle piece around the middle of the bow to hold it in place.
3. Punch 2 different size stars from the red, pink Swiss dot (Soup Staples) patterned papers. Adhere one to the other with foam squares and then to bow. Adhere bow to tag base.
4. Stamp sentiment onto cream cardstock. Cut down to form flag - adhere to card.
5. Draw stitching around the outside of the tag, add twine and bling.

To Make For You Pinwheel Tag
1. Cut red Swiss dot paper to 2¼ x 4¾". Using scissors or punch, form a scalloped/jagged edge on one end. Adhere to tag and trip down edges at top (will adhere over circle and match to the top of the tag). Once adhered, punch hole.
2. Using the larger square pinwheel template provided, cut one pinwheel from patterned paper (I used the snowflake paper). Punch the holes in the pinwheel and fold left sides of each triangle into the center. Put a brad through the center to hold the pinwheel together.
3. Adhere small dowel rod or toothpick to tag base.
4. Adhere pinwheel using foam squares - pinwheel will sit on top of dowel rod.
5. Trim down For You Wooden Flag and adhere to tag using foam squares.
6. Add bling
To Make Handle With Card Ornament Tag
1. Punch or cut (5) 2” circles from patterned paper (I used denim floral paper). Fold each circle in half with the "good" side in the inside. Adhere one half of the circle to the next half circle and so on until it forms the ornament - set aside.
2. Cut 3 pieces of patterned paper (I used green Swiss dot, red gingham and blue floral) to form banners. 2 pieces can be cut to 1 x 3½", the other ½” x 3½”. Once cut, notch the edges. Adhere to tag base.
3. Cut ornament loop holder from brown cardstock using the template provided. Tie twine through hole.
4. Adhere ornament loop and ornament (folded circles) to tag base.
5. Stamp sentiment onto cream cardstock, trim to 1 x 1½” and notch right edge. Adhere to card.
6. Draw stitching along the edges with brown pen.

To Make Mini Envelope Tag
1. Using the mini envelope template provided, cut out from patterned paper (I used snowflake paper). Fold in sides and put adhesive only on sides - this will form the envelope. Set aside
2. Cut cream/red text paper to 2¼ x 4¾”. Using scissors or punch, form a scalloped/jagged edge on one end. Adhere to tag and trip down edges at top (will adhere over circle and match to the top of the tag). Once adhered, punch hole.
3. Cut ½ x 2½” strip of brown cardstock. Adhere to tag base about ¾ of the way down. Trim off excess.
4. Adhere envelope at a tilt leaving the flap open.
5. Punch snowflake from red Swiss dot paper. Adhere to envelope.
6. Add twine to tag hole and bling to snowflake.
7. Insert cute note in envelope for the gift receiver.

To Make Happy Holidays Pinwheel Tag
1. Using the smaller square pinwheel template provided, cut one pinwheel from patterned paper (I used the green/pink floral paper). Punch the holes in the pinwheel and fold left sides of each triangle into the center. Put a brad through the center to hold the pinwheel together.
2. Cut pin Swiss dot (Soup Staples) to 2½ x 3½”. Adhere to card base. Turn the pink Swiss dot paper over and cut out a 2½” strip of chevron paper to form edge of tag. Adhere to tag base.
3. Stamp Happy Holidays sentiment onto cream cardstock. Trim to 1 x 2” and notch out the right side. Adhere to card base.
4. Adhere folded pinwheel over top of sentiment piece.
5. Add twine.
Christmas Tag Embellies Template
by Jill Yegerlehner

For more great ideas and inspiration, please visit us at jillibean-soup.com